
jasonsliding doors



LEVER LOCK SECURITY 
A unique lever action provides easy 
ergonomic operation when opening or  
closing the sliding door. The operating  
handle has a soft rubber infill at the  
back grab area which further enhances 
its ergonomic feel.  

A one touch single snib operation with  
a visual indicator for when it is locked or 
unlocked. A sleek integrated cylinder cover  
on both the outside and inside handle which 
provides protection against the weather 
and cylinder corrosion keeping your lock 
operating for years in harsh environments.

Tested to security industry standards with 
exceptional performance, the multi-point 
locking system provides increased locking 
strength and an added level of security.

STREngTh
Sturdy frame design maintains minimum  
frame width of 75mm. Designed  
specifically for cavity brick construction.

RangE 
Choose between two, three and four panel 
sliding doors, all of which can be tastefully 
coupled to window combinations to create 
the window wall, allowing the home owner  
to make the most of the available living  
space and take advantage of the view.

PERfORmanCE 
Products are designed to meet the 
performance criterion as stipulated in  
AS 2047 and tested by NATA approved 
agencies. As a member of the Australian 
Window Association products are subject 
to third party audits designed to ensure  
that the product matches the publicised  
test results.

Performance labels are permanently placed  
on all windows to confirm the structural  
rating and the water performance capabilities.

aIR COn RaTIng 
The dual seal design minimises air leakage  
and produces an air conditioning rating, 
ensuring you get maximum efficiency  
from heating and cooling appliances.

anTI SKID ThREShOLD 
The extruded sill threshold covers  
unsightly dirt traps and has inbuilt  
ribs to increase traction.

gLazIng 
All Jason sliding doors are glazed with  
Grade ‘A’ safety glass.

PLaSTER STOP 
Jason’s unique Plaster Stop minimises cracking 
and reduces the cost of maintenance.

SCREEn DOORS 
Top hung screen door slides on the  
external face of the sliding door providing  
the most effective method of keeping out 
those unwelcome pests (for two, three  
and four panel doors only). 

COUPLERS 
A full complement of couplers provides  
a neat and appealing door to door,  
door to window alignment.

 180 degree straight coupler  
accepts 60mm steel column.

 135 degree bay coupler  
accepts 60mm steel column.

  90 degree corner coupler  
accepts 60mm steel column.

  Door to window highlite coupler.

bUILDIng-In DETaIL 
Twist-in lugs to the internal and external  
brick course provide added strength and 
enduring frame fixing.

QUaLITY 
Certified to ISO9001. Audited bi-yearly  
to ensure compliance.

showroom & Factory*  
1 McDowell St Welshpool WA 6106 
Tel (08) 9351 3400    Fax (08) 9351 3444

BunBury showroom  
24 Clifford St Bunbury WA 6230  
Tel (08) 9726 2213    Fax (08) 9726 2215

MADE IN  
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

*
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SYSTEM

CONCEALED
DEAD-LOCK

product Features

Jason stands for quality you  

can feel, solid and reassuring.  

Jason doors glide at the touch  

of a finger. 

Doors are manufactured in a wide  

range of configurations and sizes,  

from 2-panels as narrow as  

1.4 metres up to 4-panel  

options for widths  

up to 4.5 metres.
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